Today we’ll cover....

• Why copyright is important

• Where and when you’ll encounter it

• Available resources
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• **Create** copyrighted works and **use** copyrighted works

• **Own** the copyright in your own writing

• **Collaborate**: who owns what?
“...the [TAMU] system does not claim copyright to pedagogical, scholarly or artistic works, regardless of their form of expression, unless required by a funding or research contract.

Such works include, but are not limited to... **copyrightable works of students** in the course of their education, such as **dissertations, papers and journal articles.**”

- Texas A&M University System Policy 17.01
Copyright: its purpose

“Congress shall have the Power To...

promote the Progress of Science and the useful Arts,

by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors

the exclusive Rights to their respective Writings and

Discoveries.”

--U.S. Constitution, Art. I, Sect. 8
Copyright: exclusive rights

Five rights:
Copyright: what it protects
Copyright: where and when

- Write a thesis, or dissertation
- Share, reuse, publish
- Using the works of others in your own writing and research
- Co-author: in US, and/or abroad
Copyright: your own

• Think ahead

• Keep = copy, modify, distribute, display publicly, perform publicly

• Share, or reuse
Copyright: not keep it

• Buy, sell, will, or give

• Transfer, or license

• Can be limited or complete
Copyright: more information

• Web page: http://guides.lib.utexas.edu/copyright

• Personal help:
  – Emilie Algenio
  – call: 979.845.1496
  – email: emilie [underscore] a@library.tamu.edu
  – visit: Annex, 5th floor, Suite 3.503
Takeaways

• You own the copyright in your work.

• Collaborate: talk, decide, and sign.

• Think ahead: share, reuse, publish

• Using other’s work: provide attribution
Questions?

Emilie, Copyright Librarian

T: 979.845.1496

E: Emilie [underscore] a@library.tamu.edu

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/, or send a letter to Creative Commons, P.O. Box 1866, Mountain View, California, 94042, USA.
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